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Introduction {#sec0005}
============

Movement of proteins across subcellular space is a fundamental aspect of eukaryotic biology. As proteins drive most cellular processes, directing proteins between specialized organelles is critical for cellular homeostasis ([Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} ). Changing location can alter protein lifetime or activity and facilitate interactions, thus modulating the functions of both the moving protein and proximal molecules. For example, nucleo-cytoplasmic translocations are required for gene expression in stress responses \[[@bib0005],[@bib0010]\], growth and development \[[@bib0015]\], and immune signaling \[[@bib0020]\]. The cytoskeleton and secretory organelles primarily function in translocating cellular proteins to the proper place in coordination with cellular needs, as in insulin secretion \[[@bib0025]\], development of cell-cell junctions \[[@bib0030]\], and neurotransmitter release \[[@bib0035]\]. Additionally, protein movement is required for the formation and maintenance of some organelles, like autophagosomes \[[@bib0040]\], mitochondria \[[@bib0045],[@bib0050]\], and peroxisomes \[[@bib0055]\]. As an essential mechanism at the core of organelle function and cell viability, the dysregulation of protein translocations can cause critical human diseases, including cancers \[[@bib0060]\], metabolic disorders \[[@bib0065]\], and neurodegeneration \[[@bib0070]\].Figure 1Movement of proteins across subcellular space is a fundamental aspect of biological processes. Examples of protein translocations necessary for cellular homeostasis and response to biological stimuli: **(a)***De novo* formation of peroxisomes requires movement of ER and mitochondrial factors, and import of matrix proteins from the cytosol. **(b)** Neurotransmitter release relies on the nanometer-level spatial coordination of secretory, cytoskeletal, trafficking, docking and fusion machineries with calcium triggers. **(c)** Maintenance of mitochondrial dynamics via fission is a temporally-ordered process that involves contact of sub-mitochondrial domains with the ER and RAB7-coated lysosomes, as well as recruitment of cytosolic fission factors. **(d)** The synthesis and movement of proteins, such as integrins, through the secretory pathway is dependent on biochemical sorting signals, vesicle fission/fusion machineries, cargo-specific molecular motor adaptors, and cytoskeletal trafficking. **(e)** Pathogenic DNA and RNA trigger immune response in the cytoplasm to induce the expression of interferon (IFN) genes. **(f)** An accumulation of unfolded proteins, such as following oxidative stress or viral infection, activates the movement of ATF6 for expression of unfolded protein response (UPR) genes. Abbreviations: Rab3-interacting proteins (RIMs), RIM-binding proteins (RBPs), interferons (IFNs), stimulator of interferon genes (STING), mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein (MAVS), site-2 protease (S2P).Figure 1

An accumulating body of work has demonstrated the essential nature of temporal protein movement in infections with human viruses. Diverse protein translocations underlie host defense mechanisms against viruses. In turn, viruses can re-organize subcellular proteomes and finely tune protein interactions to coordinate biological mechanisms for their replication. It is well-recognized that many human viruses, regardless of differences in genome type, virion structure, replication timescale, or tropism, manipulate the spatial regulation of organelles and proteins during infection \[[@bib0075]\]. Given recent technological advances, the scope of these directional, temporal, and targeted translocations of host and viral proteins has become increasingly evident. These infection-induced translocations engage host processes to the benefit of either virus or host, and encompass cellular processes like immune sensing \[[@bib0080], [@bib0085], [@bib0090]\], mitochondrial integrity \[[@bib0095], [@bib0100], [@bib0105]\], genetic manipulation \[[@bib0110],[@bib0115],[@bib0120]\], and trafficking \[[@bib0125],[@bib0130],[@bib0135],[@bib0140]\].

Protein movement continues to emerge as a critical component of infection and, as such, offers an attractive venue for antiviral therapeutics. However, the knowledge of virus-induced translocations remains limited, partly due to technical challenges. Here, we review both host and viral protein translocations with two major themes: virus replication and antiviral response at the virus-host interface. We also discuss advancements in mass spectrometry and microscopy-based technologies that integrate spatial and temporal resolutions with proteomic scope, providing new avenues for discovering dynamic proteins during infection.

Translocations of host and virus proteins drive virus replication and assembly of infectious particles {#sec0010}
======================================================================================================

The dynamic modulation of the host machinery is at the core of all stages of a productive virus infection--entry into the cell, viral genome replication, assembly of new virions, and virion egress *en route* to a new host ([Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} a). Given the diversity of viral pathogens, which can have RNA or DNA genomes, be enveloped or non-enveloped, and replicate in the nucleus or cytoplasm, the temporality and spatial character of these replication cycles vary \[[@bib0075]\]. At the basis of this spatial-temporal regulation is the controlled movement of proteins between different subcellular compartments. Required infection-induced translocations of cellular and viral proteins have been documented for diverse viruses ([Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}b). For example, dengue virus (DENV) replicates at ER membranes yet requires for this process the Golgi-resident exonuclease ERI3, which is translocated to DENV replication centers upon infection \[[@bib0120]\]. Other cytoplasmic-replicating RNA viruses, Zika virus (ZIKV) and the porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV), stabilize the levels of karyopherin alpha-6 (KPNA6), a protein that is required for virus protein nuclear translocation and viral replication \[[@bib0110]\]. The nuclear-replicating DNA virus Karposi's sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV) also relies on finely-tuned nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling events for its replication. KSHV induces the translocation of Hsp70 isoforms, which are cytoplasmic protein-folding chaperones, to nuclear foci and sites of KSHV genome replication \[[@bib0115]\].Figure 2Virus infection causes the translocations of both host and virus proteins. **(a)** Viruses have diverse spatial-temporal strategies to enter the cell, replicate their genomes, assemble virions, and egress to infect a new host. **(b)** Translocations of host and virus proteins are critical for using cellular machineries for virus replication, assembly, and egress. **(c)** Host antiviral signaling relies on protein translocations between organelles, and viruses can disrupt these movements or translocate viral proteins to attenuate immune response. Abbreviations: endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRTs), MHC class I polypeptide-related sequence A (MICA), signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT).Figure 2

Following viral genome replication, protein translocation events also govern virion assembly, trafficking and egress from the cell. Many viruses package their genomes in higher-order protein assemblies known as capsids, which must be constructed in sync with insertion of the viral genome. Hepatitis E virus (HEV) assembles capsids in the cytoplasm, but the viral major capsid protein, ORF2, is a transmembrane N-linked glycoprotein translated in the ER and primarily found in secretory membranes \[[@bib0145]\]. Upon initiation of HEV assembly, a portion of the ORF2 protein is retrotranslocated from the ER into the cytosol, where it forms the capsid and packages the viral genome \[[@bib0150]\]. Other viruses, such as Influenza A, coat their genomes with proteins before envelopment with membranes containing viral glycoproteins. The Influenza A genome is replicated in the nucleus, while its glycoproteins are translated in the ER and trafficked to the plasma membrane (PM) \[[@bib0155]\]. Through a feat of global subcellular coordination, the Influenza A genome is exported from the nucleus and translocated to the PM, where it meets viral glycoproteins and exits the cell as a mature viral particle. Alternatively, Epstein Barr virus (EBV) replicates its DNA genome and constructs capsids in the nucleus, but then exports its nucleocapsid to the Golgi for envelopment \[[@bib0140]\]. To accomplish this, EBV uses its BFRF1 protein to re-localize the ESCRT machinery from endosomal membranes to the nuclear envelope, mediating perinuclear vesicle formation and capsid nuclear egress. The nuclear-replicating human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) also uses a spatially coordinated nuclear capsid egress, and globally rearranges the cellular landscape into a viral assembly complex (AC) of hybrid Golgi and endolysosome membranes and proteins \[[@bib0160]\]. As a function of endomembrane reorganization, hundreds of proteins move to the AC *en masse*, including dynein, the chaperone BiP/GRP78, multiple Rabs, mTOR kinase, and HCMV structural proteins \[[@bib0165]\], while others, many still with unknown functions, are targeted to separate locations across the cell \[[@bib0125]\]. For example, the actin-binding motor protein MYO18 A was recently found to translocate from the PM to the AC, localizing to HCMV virions, and is required for HCMV replication, suggesting a repurposing during infection to assist in virus egress \[[@bib0125]\]. The axonal transport of pseudorabies virus (PRV), an alphaherpesvirus, is one of the best-studied examples of virus-host protein movement during egress \[[@bib0170]\]. PRV organizes viral membrane proteins (Us9, gE, and gI), the kinesin-3 motor KIF1A, and multiple secretory Rab GTPases to engage retrograde trafficking mechanisms in neurons \[[@bib0130],[@bib0135]\], thus recruiting intrinsic cellular pathways of protein movement for its infectious cycle.

The host-induced activation and virus-mediated inhibition of antiviral responses rely on protein translocations {#sec0015}
===============================================================================================================

The coordinated movement of proteins throughout subcellular space is also essential for signaling cascades underlying host antiviral responses ([Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}c). Mammalian cells employ sensors to detect the presence of a pathogen (e.g. [Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"},box d) and activate immune signaling pathways that can induce cytokine expression, inhibit virus replication, and initiate apoptosis. These sensors are located in different subcellular compartments, including PM, ER, mitochondria, peroxisomes, endo-lysosomes, cytoplasm, and nucleus. This diversity provides the means to recognize different virus characteristics (i.e. DNA or RNA genome, glycoproteins, capsid proteins), and signal both in intra- and extra-cellular space. For example, cytoplasmic viral sensors activate transcription factors, such as STATs, NFκB, and interferon regulatory factors (IRFs), which undergo nucleo-cytoplasmic translocation to transcribe immune response genes. Alternatively, host response to influenza A infection, including inflammasome activation, apoptosis, and signaling to neighboring cells, relies on translocation of cathepsin proteins from lysosomes to cytosol and then to extracellular space \[[@bib0175]\]. Immune transmission can also require sub-organelle translocations. The interferon-inducible protein 16 (IFI16), for example, is a nuclear sensor of viral DNA that undergoes temporal sub-nuclear translocation during infection \[[@bib0020]\]. IFI16 moves from a diffuse state to the nuclear periphery to bind incoming viral DNA, engage interferon production, and inhibit virus replication.

As part of the evolutionary 'arms race' with their hosts, viruses have acquired mechanisms to combat immune signaling and apoptosis by altering the translocations of host proteins ([Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}c). For example, Foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) uses its 3C proteinase (3Cpro) to target karyopherin α1 (KPNA1) for degradation, thereby inhibiting STAT1/2 nuclear translocation and the transcription of type I interferon molecules \[[@bib0080]\]. HSV-1 translocates IFI16 to nucleoplasmic puncta that contain the viral E3 ubiquitin ligase ICP0, thereby targeting IFI16 for degradation and suppressing immune signaling \[[@bib0020]\]. Most viruses are known to have mechanisms to suppress apoptosis and cell death. HCMV prevents natural killer cell (NK)-mediated cell death by blocking the cell-surface localization of the NK ligand MHC Class I A (MICA) \[[@bib0085]\]. This is accomplished by the HCMV proteins pUS18 and pUS20, which translocate MICA from the PM to lysosomes, where MICA is degraded. The RNA virus hepatitis C virus (HCV) disrupts mitochondrial-mediated antiviral response by upregulating translocations of the host proteins dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1) and Parkin to the outer mitochondrial membrane, which cause mitochondrial fragmentation and mitophagy, respectively \[[@bib0180]\]. While these represent homeostatic mechanisms for controlling mitochondrial functions in healthy cells ([Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"},box c), this over-active protein movement inhibits apoptosis, aids virus production, and is linked to HCV-associated chronic liver disease.

Viral proteins also display dynamic movement through subcellular compartments to attenuate immune signaling. One of the best-studied translocating viral proteins is the multifunctional HCMV protein pUL37, which is synthesized in the ER and translocated to both mitochondria \[[@bib0095]\] and peroxisomes \[[@bib0185]\]. pUL37 translocation to sites of ER-mitochondria contact is necessary for its disruption of calcium flux, mitochondrial fragmentation, disruption of mitochondrial antiviral signaling protein (MAVS), and inhibition of apoptosis \[[@bib0190]\] ([Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}c). Strikingly, pUL37 also re-localizes host defense proteins as it moves across subcellular space. Viperin, an interferon-inducible protein, is moved from the ER to mitochondria upon interaction with pUL37 and repurposed to enhance lipid metabolism and support HCMV infection \[[@bib0195]\]. Bax, a protein required to initiate mitochondrial-mediated apoptosis, is targeted to lipid rafts at ER-mitochondrial contacts by pUL37, thus causing its proteasome-mediated degradation and preventing apoptosis \[[@bib0095]\]. The capsid proteins of DENV and West Nile virus (WNV) also translocate between multiple organelles during infection ([Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}c). They are primarily localized to ER-membranes for capsid assembly, but also move to the nucleolus, the surface of lipid droplets, and peroxisomes as infection progresses \[[@bib0200]\]. While their functions at the nucleolus and lipid droplets remain unclear, their localization to peroxisomes inhibits peroxisome biogenesis and lambda interferon signaling \[[@bib0205]\]. Viral protein translocations can also be temporally synchronized to compete with host protein translocations. Upon influenza A infection, for example, the host antiviral protein RIG-I, in concert with actin polymers, moves across the cytoplasm to interact with MAVS at mitochondrial membranes and initiate immune response \[[@bib0090]\] ([Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"},box e). Influenza A responds by translocating its PB1-F2 protein from the cytoplasm into the mitochondrial inner membrane space, which compromises mitochondrial integrity by decreasing membrane potential, causing mitochondrial fragmentation, inhibiting apoptosis, and suppressing MAVS signaling \[[@bib0100]\] ([Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}C). This competition between host and virus protein translocations highlights the spatiotemporal nature and importance of subcellular protein movement during infection.

Given the critical contribution of protein movement to both virus replication and host defense mechanisms, translocations offer attractive targets for antiviral drug development. For example, small molecules that inhibit the movement of viral proteins will also block location-dependent interactions with host machinery that are required for virus replication. This strategy has been applied to multiple virus infections. A target for HCMV antiviral therapy is the viral kinase pUL97, which moves to the nucleolus, nuclear envelope, and cytoplasm to phosphorylate and engage host proteins for viral genome replication, nuclear egress, and secondary envelopment \[[@bib0210]\]. Additionally, a small molecule screen to inhibit infection of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV), an arenavirus with an ssRNA genome, found the strongest antiviral effects stemmed from molecules that disrupted movement of ribonucleoproteins from endosomes into the cytoplasm during virus entry, specifically by blocking the LCMV GP2 glycoprotein \[[@bib0215]\]. Further discovery of molecules that combat infection by either blocking or enhancing translocation events promise to limit the spread and symptoms of important human pathogens.

Spatiotemporal lenses: detection and quantification of translocation events {#sec0020}
===========================================================================

Sifting through the vast proteome of an infected cell to discover previously unexplored protein movements remains an outstanding technical challenge for biologists. Investigations must distinguish changes in local abundance from localization, employ sufficient depth to uncover translocation events, and simultaneously examine the proteome with both spatial and temporal scope. Mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics and microscopy techniques can provide varying levels of temporal scope (i.e. one versus many infection time points), spatial detail (i.e. whole-cell versus sub-organelle resolution), and depth of analysis (i.e. single proteins versus whole proteome) ([Figure 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} a). Here, we discuss approaches that have previously identified translocating proteins and highlight technological developments that can aid future investigations.Figure 3Mass spectrometry and microscopy methods as tools for detecting and quantifying protein translocations. **(a)** Varying levels of spatial scope (i.e. single protein versus single organelle versus global cellular analysis) and temporal capability (i.e. one versus many time points of infection) provided by several mass spectrometry and microscopy methods. (**b)** Schematic representations of selected MS-based proteomic workflows and microscopy methods used in protein translocation studies. **(c)** Quantitative MS approaches can be used to monitor the abundance of proteins in spatial-temporal proteomic studies. Abbreviations: electron microscopy (EM), correlative light EM (CLEM), Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), bi-molecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC), ascorbate peroxidase (APEX), chemical crosslinking (XL)-MS, immunoaffinity purification (IP)-MS, multiple reaction monitoring (MRM), selected reaction monitoring (SRM), parallel reaction monitoring (PRM), sequential windowed acquisition of all theoretical fragment ion mass spectra (SWATH), stable isotope labeling of amino acids in culture (SILAC), tandem mass tag (TMT), isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ).Figure 3

MS-based proteomic approaches have significantly contributed to understanding the biology of viral infections \[[@bib0220]\]. Quantitative MS, including isotope-labeled and label-free methods, have undergone continuous improvements \[[@bib0225],[@bib0230]\], providing the means for detecting thousands of proteins simultaneously, with the accuracy and dynamic range necessary for predicting protein temporal movement across subcellular space ([Figure 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}b--c). For translocation studies, MS is particularly valuable when coupled with discrete organelle fractionation, pointing to localization-specific changes in protein abundance across infection time. For example, identification of the above-mentioned cathepsin translocation involved a combination of labeling with iTRAQ isobaric tags and fractionation of influenza A-infected macrophages into cytosolic, nuclear, mitochondrial, and secreted proteomes \[[@bib0175]\]. Metabolic labeling using SILAC and sub-nuclear fractionation was used to distinguish nuclear versus nucleolar translocations to the cytoplasm in both coronavirus \[[@bib0235]\] and polyomavirus \[[@bib0240]\] infections, and to discover the role of Hsp70 isoforms in KSHV replication \[[@bib0115]\]. The further integration of machine-learning algorithms with proteomic data from whole-cell density fractionation expands the spatial information to a global scale \[[@bib0245]\], and provides a platform for monitoring temporal alterations. To date, this approach has only been applied to HCMV infection \[[@bib0125]\], uncovering temporal host protein translocation events needed for virus replication (e.g. MYO18A), as well as the translocation of previously uncharacterized viral proteins (e.g. pUL13). Alternatively, targeted MS methods use unique peptide signatures to detect proteins of interest, including proteins with low abundances or those difficult to isolate ([Figure 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}c). Targeted MS is thus well suited for sensitive comparisons of proteins between infection states, as demonstrated by the use of selected reaction monitoring (SRM) for the detection of the HIV Gag protein in studies of virus reactivation in patient samples \[[@bib0250]\]. Although not yet applied to studying protein translocation during infection, if coupled to biochemical fractionation, techniques such as SRM, parallel reaction monitoring (PRM), and sequential window acquisition of all theoretical fragment ion spectra (SWATH) provide excellent tools to quantify proportions of translocating proteins across organelles.

Information about translocating proteins has also been derived from MS-based protein interaction studies, helping to uncover functional protein complexes and localization-dependent changes in interactions relevant for either host defense or virus replication. Immunoaffinity purification (IP)-MS is commonly employed for this purpose and has been instrumental for characterizing infection-induced translocations, such as for Us9 in PRV egress and ERI3 in DENV replication \[[@bib0120],[@bib0130]\]. Use of fluorescent tags for IP--MS in conjunction with isolations at multiple time points during infection helps provide spatial and temporal information of virus-host interactions \[[@bib0255]\]. However, the temporal sensitivity and spatial resolution of most IP--MS methods is limited. Techniques that reveal proximity-based interactions provide increased spatial resolution ([Figure 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}b). Chemical crosslinking (XL) helps to identify inter- or intra-molecular interactions by using crosslinking reagents to form covalent bonds. The integration of XL with MS and use of MS-cleavable protein crosslinkers was shown to be effective for defining sub-organelle protein interactomes \[[@bib0260]\], as well as virus-host interactions of the plant pathogen *Potato leafroll virus* (PLRV) with topological detail \[[@bib0265]\]. The proximity-labeling method BioID, while not reaching the spatial resolution provided by XL, increases the scope of detectable interacting proteins by fusing an engineered biotin ligase (BirA) to a protein of interest or a protein marker of subcellular location \[[@bib0270]\]. Upon treatment with biotin, BirA biotinylates all proteins within a ∼10 nm radius, tagging localization-dependent stable and transient protein interactions. BioID is suited for studying insoluble or difficult-to-purify complexes, and has started to be implemented in viral studies, such as for the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) Gag protein \[[@bib0275]\]. The temporal sensitivity of proximity-based tagging was further improved with the introduction of an engineered ascorbate peroxidase (APEX), which requires a brief H~2~O~2~ treatment to tag proteins within ∼20 nm of the APEX-protein fusion, decreasing the labeling time to \<1 ms \[[@bib0280]\]. Although not yet applied to viral infection, APEX provides the power to identify time-sensitive interactions with spatial detail and depth, as shown for signal transduction from G-protein-coupled receptors \[[@bib0280]\] and the translocation of ER proteins to ER---PM junctions during calcium entry \[[@bib0285]\]. However, something that should be considered is that several viruses are known to cause H~2~O~2~ imbalance and oxidative stress in the host \[[@bib0290]\]. For example, host catalase was shown to be packaged within HSV-1 virions to protect viral particles against the reducing environment in the host \[[@bib0295]\]. Therefore, implementations of this technique must overcome the challenge of promiscuous biotin labeling during infection. Applying compartment and topology-specific controls, such as with APEX fusions to proteins localized at an organelle membrane versus lumen or the cytosol, may provide a filter for the detection of non-specifically tagged proteins.

As the colloquial term states, 'seeing is believing', and microscopy can act as either a validation or discovery tool to complement these high-throughput proteomic techniques by visualizing the spatiotemporal dynamics of target proteins in their cellular milieu. Multi-spectral confocal imaging uses fluorescent fusions to track proteins at the organelle-level, in multiple dimensions, and in live cells. This has been the primary method for investigating virus-host protein translocations, leading to discoveries like the nuclear re-localization of ESCRT machinery in EBV infection \[[@bib0140]\], Golgi-to-ER translocation of ERI3 in DENV infection \[[@bib0120]\], and the axonal transport mechanism of PRV \[[@bib0135]\], among others. The recent availability of expansive databases of antibodies against human proteins, and their integration with quantitative MS, provides the means to interrogate protein subcellular localization and validate a protein translocation \[[@bib0300]\]. Superresolution microscopy further provides sub-organelle, nanometer-level spatial detail of target proteins and has been applied to dynamic infection processes, such as assembly of the pleomorphic Hendra virus (HeV) \[[@bib0305]\], mitochondrial clustering of the translocating HCMV protein pUL37 \[[@bib0310]\], and trafficking of the adenovirus genome \[[@bib0315]\]. Electron microscopy (EM) technologies provide sufficient intracellular spatial resolution to reveal local protein interactions or reorganization of subcellular structures, like membranes or protein complexes \[[@bib0320]\]. Correlative light EM, for example, demonstrated the hexameric ultrastructure of the herpesvirus nuclear egress complex and its role in remodeling the nuclear envelope \[[@bib0325]\]. While these microscopy techniques are rich in detail of individual protein dynamics, they are often restricted to single-cell studies of only a few proteins due to limited light channels, diffraction patterns, and genetic roadblocks. Computational advances have begun to address these drawbacks towards high-throughput fluorescence imaging. For example, Valm *et al.* incorporated a linear unmixing algorithm to distinguish overlapping light spectra, thereby imaging six organelles simultaneously, in three dimensions, and in various conditions (i.e. starvation) \[[@bib0330]\]. Alternatively, *in silico* labeling can identify cellular states (e.g. cell death) and subcellular compartments (e.g. nucleus) from simple bright field images, eliminating the need for fluorescence \[[@bib0335]\]. Other groups have increased the spatial scope of live-cell fluorescence imaging by coupling adaptive optics to lattice light-sheet microscopy, making it possible to image subcellular dynamics in entire organisms \[[@bib0340]\].

Perspectives and concluding remarks {#sec0025}
===================================

By examining infection cycles with a spatiotemporal lens, we have begun to understand the virus-host relationship as a dynamic process that tailors cellular processes and host response via the coordinated movement of proteins across subcellular space. As MS and microscopy methods continue to improve, investigating infection-induced protein translocations with increased depth of analysis and comprehensive physiological context becomes a reality. Broader contexts for consideration include environmental stresses, host genetics, and co-infection with multiple pathogens, among others. One can envision combining multi-spectral imaging with *in silico* labeling to increase the proteomic scope of live-cell microscopy studies, employing adaptive optics to track subcellular dynamics during virus transmission across tissues, or using APEX to characterize the trafficking mechanisms of virus egress. Future research must also examine intrinsic protein properties, such as posttranslational modifications, effector molecules, and conformation, to better understand localization-dependent functions and the regulation of a translocating protein. This will be particularly important for proteins that are known to move but have unknown function, such as uncharacterized viral proteins. Translocation studies also promise to aid in the development of novel antiviral therapeutics, as disruption of these critical events, such as by small molecule-mediated inhibition of viral protein movement, can target mechanisms at the core of the virus replication cycle. As the scope of dynamic spatial and temporal coordination during infection becomes more evident, further investigations will have both the opportunity and the challenge to pursue protein translocations as a new perspective for understanding human pathogen infections.
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